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Make it an event to remember….
Welcome to Elite 
Tents, the leading 
specialist tipi hire 
company in the 
Midlands. We hire 
out awe-inspiring 
Kåtas: traditional 
Nordic tipis for 
special events. 
They create a 
stunning 
alternative to a 
traditional style 
white marquee. 

Whether it is a wedding, conference or music festival; be it in Spring, Summer, 
Autumn or Winter, these versatile, authentic tents from Scandinavia will provide 
a beautiful, atmospheric and distinctive experience that will leave a lasting 
impression on you and your guests. 
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Awe-inspiring….yet practical
Giant Hat Kåta tipis are amazing constructions. The
Scandinavian wood poles and natural light tan canvas
combine together to make not only a stunning setting but a
practical and versatile space for any occasion. They are strong
and weatherproof, but at the same time extremely elegant.

The variety of 
configurations tailor-
made to suit your guest 
numbers and theme 
may include raising the 
sides to see a particular 
view, making a striking 
entrance for your guests 
or positioning a 
charming timber made 
fire to create warmth 
within. The choices are 
endless. 

The Giant Hat Kåtas can be set up individually or linked together. This 
enables us to create the right shape and size venue to suit any event. 
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Making your special day spectacular…

Hosting your wedding in a Giant Hat will ensure that you have 
a wonderful and unique day. We promise you that a tipi 
reception will make the day both memorable and magical for 
you and your guests. 

Whether your wedding is an intimate occasion in your garden or a massive
celebration at a favourite venue we can provide a configuration of katas to suit
your ideas. With the unpredictable weather we have come to know in the UK the
Giant Hat Kåtas are a fantastic option for any event – the sides can be lifted to
appreciate the sunshine or left down if needs be. In cooler weather the tipis can
also accommodate an authentic timber fireplace so adding warmth and
atmosphere to your event.
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And a day you will always remember…
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Dressed to impress…
The tipis themselves look amazing, 
but adding fairy lights, an open 
fire, chill out furniture and 
reindeer hides  can help create the 
perfect venue. Formal or rustic, for 
a party atmosphere or a relaxed 
festival vibe we will provide or 

source whatever you require.

So if you have a particular style in 
mind or if you would like us to 
help you develop your ideas 
please contact us to talk about it. 
If we have the resources great, if 
not then our team will help to 
source them.

Then all that remains is for you 
to add your own stamp –
whether that be bunting, 
vintage style pompoms, bling or 
shabby chic.
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Once you have your tipis you 
will need to think about how 
to personalise them – so 
whether you are into vintage 
china, bunting , fairy lights or 
flowers we will help you to 
create the perfect venue for 
your event.
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Everyone can say that they have 
good customer service but we 
have literally hundreds of 
testimonials that say repeatedly 
that we are professional, 
friendly and give excellent 
advice. 

We imagine ourselves in the 
position of the couple and try to 
ensure that we provide you 
with your dream day. We make 
it part of our mission to get to 
know you- we will talk to you 
regularly in the build up to your 
special day and get to know you 
and your plans specifically. 

It’s all about you…

In the 7 years since Elite Tents 
was established, our company 
has grown in size but we have 
continued to ensure that it is not 
so big as to become impersonal. 
Both we as owners and all of our 
staff work to give a friendly but 
hard working personal service.
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Bespoke Tipi Hire or a Done-For-You package?
There are two main types of Outdoor Wedding – Bespoke and what 
we have called DFY (Done-for-You). 

Bespoke Tipi Hire … Most of the tipis we hire out are for bespoke 
weddings where the couple choose their own venue, caterer and 
other key supplier. These weddings give you complete flexibility in 
terms of choice and mean that you can make your wedding as 
unique as you are.

Done-For-You…for a few of our couples simplicity and ease is very 
important and our DFY packages, launched at the beginning of 
2017 were created for those people who are too busy or worried 
about organising everything themselves.  It often suits those who 
live away from the Midlands but want to return here for their big 
day. More details about our packages can be found from page 
onwards.
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What happens next for Bespoke Tipi Hire?

1. You give us a call or drop
an email telling us about 
your wedding ideas and 
plans and we will prepare 
you a bespoke quote.

2. If you have a site and 
require a site visit then we 
will arrange to come and 
meet you at the site.

3. Once everything is agreed 
we will send you a 
Confirmation of Hire 
contract (deposit required) 
to secure your date.

4. You will receive a welcome 
pack including a bespoke 
floorplan.

5. Leading up to your event, 
we will also help organise 
sub-contractors if you need 
them and discuss and 
finalise details with you.

6. In the interim months, we 
will be available to advise 
you, answer your questions 
and help organise your day.

7. We’ll arrange logistics – set 
up and take down time –
well in advance.

8. The day before your event* 
our crew will arrive at your 
chosen venue and set up the 
tipis.

9. You or your decorator dress 
the tipis to your own taste.

10. The big day arrives and you 
have a fabulous tipi 
wedding.

11. 1-2 days after the event we 
will come back and take 
everything away.

*(Logistics packages are available if your 
require an earlier put up)

For most people the first things to organise are the tipi and the site. It 
doesn't matter if you are just at the start of your planning, a chat with us 
will help you get some ideas together.

If you have your own field  or garden or a favourite pub with grounds for 
example, you will only need to hire the tipis from us. If that’s the case you 
will need a quote first of all so head to the list to see what to do...

If you don't have your own ideas for a venue give us a call on 0121 663 
1133 – we work with over 60 venues across the Midlands and are 
confident we can help you find the perfect one for your location, style 
and budget. Once you have done that you can get a tipi quote too..
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12’ x 16’ dance floor with mirror ball and Bamse 
Max open fire

Top table for 8, 2 tables of 6 on chairs and 10 
further tables of 8 with benches seats 100.

Two Giant Hats for 100 

Area with sides up 

Area with sides down 

© Elite Tents Ltd 2017. All rights reserved.

8 tables and 12’ x 12’ dance 
floor with 8 to a table seats 64

Every event is unique so 
we will work with you to 
create a floor plan perfect 
for yours. 

We have included a few 
examples to help you 
visualise how best to use 
your party space and there 
are many more on the 
website.

Example Floorplans
One Giant Hat for 64
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Three Giant Hats with sides up in an arc for 146

Area with sides up

Area with sides down

© Elite Tents Ltd 2017. All rights reserved.

Two Giant Hats plus Kungsörnen for 122

11 tables of 8 plus top table of 8 totalling 96 guests, Bamse Max Fire. 
12’ x 16’ Dance Floor and 12’ x 8’ Stage, Kungsörnen with and 1 set of chill out 
furniture and wooden bar

16 tables of 8 plus 2 tables of 6 and top table of 8 
totalling 148 guests, 
Bamse Max Fire, 12’ x 16’ Dance Floor and 12’ x 8’ Stage, 

1 set of chill out furniture and wooden bar

30.3 m

EXIT EXIT
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Cake table 
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Over the years we have worked at lots of gorgeous venues ranging 
all over the UK, and we have chosen four in the Midlands to partner 
up with for our very special ‘DONE FOR YOU’ Tipi Wedding Packages.

Our Venues..

Our South Western Venue in 
South Birmingham.

Our South Western Venue in 
Bewdley, Worcestershire. 

Our North Western Venue in  
Penkridge, Woverhampton

Our North Eastern Venue in 
Tamworth, near Sutton Coldfield

The simple way to plan your outdoor wedding reception
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Venue 1 - Penkridge
The first of our venues is a secret farmhouse garden tucked 
away inside a working farm. The garden is big enough to house 
up to three tipis and the famhouse kitchen flowers in the 
garden are lovely for photos. There is both power and toilets on 
site, with space for parking and camping on adjacent fields. 

The farmhouse includes an option 
for B&B too for those not so keen on 
camping. This venue is competitively 
priced and is situated in between 
Wolverhampton and Staffordshire so 
easily accessible from both.
The price also includes on the day 
coordination and help from the 
owner.

In addition there are animals on the 
farm so if you choose you can also 
have photos with llamas or peacocks 
if you would like. 
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Venue 2 - Tamworth
Set just outside Sutton Coldfield in 
Tamworth this lovely, secure venue 
has gorgeous views across fields 
and is the perfect blank canvas to 
create the day of your dreams from 
intimate gathering to full festival 
experience! The site has water on 
site, plenty of power and provides 
rubbish removal and a luxury 
portable toilet unit as standard.

This venue also includes a fantastic 
bar facility as part of the inclusive 
price. All you need to do is choose 
form the drinks packages to  suit your 
occasion and your budget.

In addition this site can offer you the 
option to camp at no extra cost plus if 
you wish you can also hire their 
vintage furnished bell tents, festival 
speakers & disco lights, hay
bales & festival decor packages
helping create a authentic festival
style wedding.
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Venue 3 – South Birmingham
This woodland venue is absoultely 
stunning and also offers you the 
option to have a wedding blessing in 
the woods. The venue includes 
wooden built toilets at the site, 
includes a generator and on the day 
coordination. There is also an area 
for parking and camping if you would 
like your guests to stay over.

Est ei quas doctus dignissim, 
possit electram cu vel. Mea
definiebas reprehendunt ne, ut
augue nonumy noluisse vel, pri
eruditi consetetur id. Altera 
salutandi disputando pro ut, 
prompta elaboraret eam ex. 

As a working business, the venue 
offers two levels of pricing – one for 
use of the tipis after your ceremony 
from 3pm onwards and the second for 
exclusive use* for the whole day 
including the option to have your 
wedding in the woods. 

* An additional £ 500 fee for exclusive use of the farm
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Venue 4 - Bewdley
Our western most venue is 
situated in Bewdley and has 
views of the Wyre Forest from 
the huge fields on the farm. 
There is a lovely driveway 
entering the farm and a choice 
of two fields to actually set up 
the tipi, depending on the time 
of year.

In addition this venue has the 
option to hire one or both of two 
fantastic fully furnished 
glamping tents which each sleep 
6-8 people with hot tub, pizza 
oven and log fired burner. 
Perfect for the night before or 
after your event.

The site also includes ample car 
parking, space for camping,
water on site, a generator and 
luxury portable toilets. 
You can also opt for ‘on the day 
coordination’ should you require 
it.
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Our Caterers
We have worked alongside Rustic 
Roast Kitchen for several years now 
and they have plenty of experience 
in Tipi Wedding Catering.  With 
Mobile Kitchen’s ready to work from 
your chosen venue they can take 
care of Catering throughout your 
Wedding Day from Canapes, the 
Main Meal, followed by an Evening 
Feast. 

Offering relaxed Menu’s such as a 
Summer BBQ, Afternoon Tea, Fish & 
Chips or Posh Pies to name a few -
all served as a ‘sit down’ meal if you 
wish, by their friendly waitress team 
ensuring you and your guests are 
very well fed and looked after.

Evening Feast’s help keep your 
guests fuelled to party with 
handmade Pizza’s cooked in their 
Wood Fired Oven, Pulled Pork Baps, 
Mini Fish & Chips or their delicious 
Cheeseboard & More. 
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Our Caterers
Fine Food Matters have a wealth 
of catering experience from fine 
dining to street food. Only using 
locally sourced produce, their 
specialities of whole boned 
stuffed roast chicken & BBQs 
served from rustic wooden boards 
suit any event. 

Additionally this catering company 
can offer a full bar service, including 
drinks packages served either inside 
your tipi or from their delightful 
wooden cabin bar.  

If you prefer something more 
informal this caterer also has a pizza 
oven and other street food options 
and even have an old fashioned and 
traditional ice cream bike for a fun 
and tasty dessert option.
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What will you feed your friends and family?
We have three mouth-watering menu packages for you to 
choose from depending on your taste, appetite and budget. 
Within the menu choices there are a selection of different 
options making this really easy and really flexible.

All of the options include:
✓ China Plates
✓ Cutlery
✓ Linen Napkins
✓ Waitress Service: Level of Service depends on your chosen Menu but none of 

our Menus expect guests to leave their seats, all served at their table. Our 
team also lay the tables ready for the meal and can also take care of name 
places, favours and general table decor within the Tipi.

✓ All ingredients, equipment and team required to create your chosen Menu: 
fresh on site for your Wedding Party.

✓ Experienced Tipi Event Caterers for Weddings, Parties and Corporate Events.
✓ Afternoon Tea Bookings: All vintage china is included: Cups, Saucers, Side 

Plates, Cake Stands, Cake Plates, Milk Jugs and Sugar Bowls.

PACKAGE 
TITLE

SILVER
(Daytime)

GOLD
(Daytime & Evening)

PLATINUM
(Deluxe Daytime & 

Evening)

PACKAGE 
PERKS

Canapes
Daytime Meal

Dessert

Canapes
Daytime Meal

Dessert
Evening Feast

Canapes - more per 
person

Daytime Meal - More Food
Dessert

Deluxe Evening Feast 
including

Wood Fired Pizza Option
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Some examples of menus we have done…
Within each of the packages you have lots of options. Below 
we have detailed some of happy clients favourite choices to 
give you an idea. In each category you choose one of the 
options.

SILVER PACKAGE (Daytime)

Canapes Main Meal Dessert Evening Menu

3 items
per person

SUMMER BBQ
3 Mains
3 Sides/Salads
*
FISH & CHIPS
*
POSH PIE 
MENU
*
AFTERNOON 
TEA

STRAWBERRIES & 
CREAM
*
KEY LIME PIE
*
CHOCOLATE 
BROWNIE & 
MADAGASCAN 
VANILLA CREAM
*
LEMON 
MERINGUE 
TARTLET WITH 
RASPBERRIES

Not included
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GOLD PACKAGE (Daytime & Evening)

Canapes Main Meal Dessert Evening Menu

3 items 
per person

SUMMER BBQ
4 Mains
3 Sides/Salads
***
FISH & CHIPS
***
AFTERNOON 
TEA +
***
POSH PIE

STRAWBERRIES & 
CREAM
***
KEY LIME PIE
***
CHOCOLATE 
BROWNIE & 
MADAGASCAN 
VANILLA CREAM
***
LEMON 
MERINGUE 
TARTLET WITH 
RASPBERRIES

CHEESE BOARD
***
BACON & SAUSAGE 
BAPS
***
PULLED PORK BAPS
***
TRADITIONAL PORK 
BAPS
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PLATINUM PACKAGE 
(Deluxe Daytime & Evening)

Canapes Main Meal Dessert Evening Menu

4 items 
per person

SUMMER BBQ
4 Mains
3 Sides/Salads
***
FISH & CHIPS
***
AFTERNOON 
TEA +
***
POSH PIE

STRAWBERRIES & 
CREAM
***
KEY LIME PIE
***
CHOCOLATE 
BROWNIE & 
MADAGASCAN 
VANILLA CREAM
***
LEMON 
MERINGUE 
TARTLET WITH 
RASPBERRIES
***
WHITE 
CHOCOLATE & 
RASPBERRY 
CHEESECAKE

WOOD FIRED PIZZA
***
FARMERS FEAST 
TABLE
***
CHEESE BOARD
***
BACON & SAUSAGE 
BAPS
***
PULLED PORK BAPS
***
TRADITIONAL PORK 
BAPS
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People we made it 
memorable for…

"The dust has settled from our wedding day 
now and we would both like to thank Elite 
Tents for providing such a memorable and 
unique venue for our big day. Although it is 
bit of a cliché, it really did provide the wow 
factor and we have received a great deal of 
positive feedback about the Tipis. The finer 
touches also added a great deal to the 
experience, not least the sumptuous 
reindeer skins and the cosy and comfortable 
chill out area centred around the open fire. 
In the lead up to the event, all dealings with 
Elite Tents were stress free and it was 
enjoyable working alongside Richard and his 
team. We would highly recommend you!" 

Andrew & Kawita Sharp

"Our guests absolutely loved the tipis! It was fantastic to be in a tipi with a real fire and 
when it was lit up with fairy lights, flame torches and fire-light at night it looked simply 
amazing and so romantic! We would recommend Elite Tents on many points; they were 
extremely professional and friendly and as well as responding quickly and creatively to our 
many questions and demands they took a real interest in our wedding and offered many 
of their own ideas. The whole team were great in setting up the tipi and we felt that 
everything Elite Tents were involved in contributed hugely to our special day being such a 
success. Thank you again for all your help!" 

Rachel & Alex Laurs
"Elite Tents were amazing; you responded 
quickly and incredibly conscientiously to 
any questions and were basically brilliant... 
thank you. The set-up of the tipi caused no 
stress whatsoever and just left us to enjoy 
getting ready for our wedding. The Tipis 
blew everyone away, exceeding all our 
expectations and our day wouldn’t have 
been so special without your help. Thank 
you." 

Matt & Zoe Cook
"We want to say a massive thank you to 
Jacquie, Richard and all of the team for 
being so fantastic. Aside from the usual 
things like being professional and helpful 
you guys really went the extra mile to make 
sure everything for our day went well. We 
were able to just leave you to it when it 
came to putting the tipis up and you gave 
us lots of help and advice with sorting out 
our logistics. The level of service that you 
provided really took the pressure off. Our 
band was a seven piece soul rhythm and 
blues band that came with numerous 
instruments and lots of equipment! They 
had never played in a tipi before but had 
no problems with setup or arrangements 
and really enjoyed the unique setting. “

Carly & Patrick Jones

"Elite tents are a company we could not highly 
recommend enough the team and their 
wonderful tents made our day absolutely 
stunning. From when we first inquired all the 
way through to the day the team came out to 
put up the tipis, they were helpful and just so 
easy going and could not do any more to 
make sure our day was what we dreamt of. 
The tipis created a fabulous atmosphere 
which no other type of tent could have 
matched. Thanks Elite tents team our day was 
fabulous and you guys helped make it"

Louisa & Rob Bulwardine
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"Using Elite Tents for our wedding was a brilliant decision. As a company, they were a total 
pleasure to deal with - so efficient and helpful. And of course, their teepees are absolutely 
amazing! The visual impact of them, especially for the many guests who had never seen 
anything like them before, was massive. They really helped set the tone for a wedding that 
was fun, casual and quite different from many other weddings. Even before we added our 
own decorations to them (metres of bunting, jars and tins of flowers, brightly patterned 
serviettes and luggage tag place names), they looked so appealing. It's so much easier to 
create an impressive area for your reception when the base that you start with is so striking to 
start with. Also, using teepees allows a freedom with other suppliers (eg. caterers, bar, DJ) that 
you simply don't get in many venues; this really suited us down to the ground. Once the sun 
had set, the fairy lights adorning the interior and exterior of the teepees looked truly magical. 
So, all in all, I would definitely, definitely recommend a teepee wedding with Elite Tents!"

Sarah & Anthony

The service provided by Elite Tents for our 
wedding day was second to none! Professional, 
friendly and always prompt to replay to any 
query I had. They even invested in a new tipi so 
that my desired date could be accommodated. 
The tipis themselves were absolutely amazing.  
Such a fantastic upgrade from a traditional 
marque. They really captured the essence and 
spirit of our relaxed family and friends 
orientated country wedding reception.  All  of 
our guests commented on how unique and 
original they were, adding a real sparkle to our 
wedding. Thank you so much, Jacquie, Richard 
and the ‘Elite’ team.”

Heather & Patrick Bolster

“We both had a perfect day and everyone was over whelmed by the tipis. Everything was 
perfect, including the weather, we had beautiful views and everyone was really happy. 
Thank you very much for everything it is a day we will never forget and the whole day went 
smoothly from beginning to end. We enjoyed every moment. There was a lot of laughter 
and happiness and we are so glad we had such a beautiful reception to celebrate our day.”

Sophie & Chris  K

“The service provided by Elite Tents was incredible from start to finish. The workers who 
came to put up our tipi were amazing and accommodated all our needs with such a friendly 
and polite attitude. The tipi itself was mind blowing especially the size; I kept calling it the 
Tardis as it felt so big inside. Our guests were completely wowed when they first saw it,, if 
we had £1 for every time someone said “I wish I had this for my wedding” we’d be very  rich. 
It was simply the best thing we could have hoped and wished for and it made our wedding 
seem just that bit more special  to have it in such an amazing venue!  We have already 
discussed having another tipi on our 10th Wedding anniversary as we loved it so much. 
Thanks for all your help, advice and support both you and your tipi were outstanding.”

Tom & Amy Scaysbrook
"We had a giant kata from Elite 
Tents for our wedding weekend. 
We had our wedding blessing 
inside the tent, which was such a 
romantic setting! In the evening it 
looked beautiful with the fairy 
lights and the fire blazing away -
absolutely magical. I would highly 
recommend the team from Elite 
Tents who were friendly and 
helpful from start to finish.“

Liz & Rob Morrison
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www.elitetents.co.uk

let’s make it memorable…

0121 663 1133

All content copyright © Elite Tents 2017
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